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A B S T R A C T 

This paper focuses on operational and design aspects of Automatic Governor 

Control (AGC) for frequency control in multi-area systems. The transfer 

function model of the two-area scheme using a minute-perturbation transfer 

function model is discussed in this paper. The wind turbine (WT) containing a 

doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) is considered in this study of frequency 

control. The optimal tuning of DFIG controllers is also focused on in this paper. 

The optimal tuning process is very complicated due to the involvement of 

additional tuning parameters. The complete simulation analysis of optimal 

tuning of DFIG controllers and frequency control of the two-area system using 

AGC has been demonstrated. Furthermore, the analyses have been 

demonstrated to evaluate the system impingement of 20% and 50% penetration 

for wind generation. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Energy is the most significant factor that sustains to 

influence the profile of civilization in the 21st Century. 

Amongst the renewable energy resources, wind energy 

production machinery has been developed significantly. 

The wind is reasonably scattered in the region of the earth. 

All through modern year’s vestige fuel imaginations are 

inadequate and have a momentous unpleasant impact on 

the surroundings through arousing CO2 stage in the 

environment as well as leading to climate change. In the 

midst of renewable energy sources, wind is the most 

capable resource. The share of wind-established power 

creation in entire power invention, the unit has been rising 

constantly in the globe. However, renewable energy would 

be offer up to 10% of the world’s energy contribute in 

2020 and increase up to 50% near 2050 [1,4]. 

 The effort carried out in this manuscript is an effort to 

revise and observe the role of variable speed-based wind 

turbines, in meticulous the DFIG, in frequency regulation 

plus control by means of diverse degrees of wind 

penetration into the scheme. The price and accessibility of 

energy much impacts our class of life, the fitness of state 

economies and the strength of our situation. In present 

there has been a significant worldwide declaration to 

construct up hygienic plus another forms of energy 

resources, furthermore it is envisioned that by 2020, 10% 

of globe energy will be provided from renewable 

resources. There is an expectation that this value will grow 

to 50% by 2050 [2, 3]. In the earlier decade, wind energy 

production has been the greatest growing energy source 

globally. On the other hand, supplementary distribution of 

wind energy into available power networks lifts concern 

proposed for power system operators as well as regulators. 

Usually, wind energy convertors do not contribute in 

frequency regulation or Automatic Generation Control 

(AGC) services, and then large penetration of wind power 

into the power systems can affect in a decline of total 

system inertia and strength of the frequency response to the 

turbulence [5, 6, 7, 31, 32]. The objectives of this work are 

to present mathematical models of the network with mixed 

generation along with different penetration assumptions to 

analyze the control approach for primary plus secondary 

frequency control. Along with single and two area 

frequency control, also present the technique to improve 

the dynamic response of the system. Several investigators 

have carried out the work at DFIG-based wind turbines to 

demonstrate their possibility to present separate active as 

well as reactive power control. Hence, DFIG-based wind 

turbines are the favorite alternative for network operators 

in contrast to fixed-speed machines in which active plus 

reactive power control is not independent. In this section, a 
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modest effort is made to review several of the relevant 

research papers associated to this study with importance on 

DFIG-based wind turbines and their role as well as 

contributions to the system frequency control. In [8, 9], the 

concept of releasing the kinetic energy of DFIG-based 

wind turbine has been presented when frequency of the 

power system is condensed to stop the system inertia 

delineations. The paper proposes the use of supplementary 

power set-point in the control system of the wind turbine. 

This additional power reference is anticipated based on the 

rate of frequency variation along with inertia of the 

network. The supplementary power released by the DFIG-

based wind turbine supports for the primary frequency 

regulation as well as thus prevents diminution of system 

inertia. In [10, 33], the investigational results of 

engineering and design of DFIG-based wind turbine, by 

means of back-to-back PWM voltage-source converters in 

the rotor circuit, is introduced. A vector control approach is 

applied towards the supply-side of the PWM convertor to 

defend the quality of the supply source by absorbing 

sinusoidal current from the network. The similar method in 

the rotor side allows for optimal speed tracking towards a 

wide speed range of operation. In [11], a model is 

formulated to present the two most important variable-

speed wind turbine conceptions in power system dynamic 

simulations. The first concept is the use of a DFIG with a 

back-to-back voltage source converter feeding the rotor 

winding. Furthermore the second observations a direct-

drive synchronous generator which is grid mated through a 

diode rectifier and a back-to-back voltage source converter. 

Due to substantial impacts of small wind production 

saturation, the impact assessment of high penetration of 

wind energy to the network is presented in [12]. The paper 

studies the frequency transient between, wind farms and 

fixed-speed turbines. It can provide only limited inertial 

support and variable-speed machines [8, 12]. In [13, 28], a 

control strategy is proposed that permits DFIG-based wind 

turbines to contribute effectively in system frequency 

regulation. The control scheme defined for the wind 

turbine to supply primary frequency regulation capability 

exploits a combination of control of the static converters 

and pitch control, adjusting the rotor velocity as well as the 

active power according to the de-loaded optimal power 

pulling out curve. In [14], the inertial response of wind 

turbines employing induction machine based generators is 

presented. Whereas in [15, 23], the concept of extracting 

the kinetic energy of DFIG machines by reducing the speed 

of the rotor is presented. It is also observed that for 

supporting  frequency, the rotational speed of the DFIG 

decreases and  output power  drops when the frequency 

control support is terminated. The authors conclude that 

variable-speed wind turbines are capable to sustain primary 

frequency control and emulate inertia by applying extra 

control loops. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. The 

fundamental hypothesis associated to non-conventional 

sources along with wind energy conversion system is 

described in Section-1. Wind energy conversion system 

functional structure along with DFIG based wind turbine as 

well as constraints in participation of DFIG in frequency 

regulation Assumptions is presented in Section-2. Where as 

in Section-3 mathematical Modeling of the speed 

governing system for Power Generation along with wind 

turbine models are described. The DFIG-Based Wind 

Turbine Control Model along with Optimal Tuning 

Controller Parameters and Automatic Governor Control 

with simulation results are presented in Section-4. DFIG-

Based WT Frequency Control model for Two Area 

Systems along with simulation results are described in 

Section-5. Finally, conclusion and brief discussions on 

research work are illustrated in the last Section-6. 

2. EFFICIENT CONFIGURATION OF WECS 

For the WECS gearbox is the significant portion which is 

located between the principal shaft and the generator. It 

enhances the revolving speed of the rotor blades to the 

generator’s from 1000 to1500 (rpm). For the reactive 

power fulfillment Capacitor banks are used. The power 

electronic converters assist the WT coupling along with 

variable power source to the grid with invariable frequency 

[18]. The horizontal axis wind turbine as well as available 

wind turbines in the market given in fig.1 and in table 1 

respectively. 

 

   
 

Fig. 1: Horizontal axis wind turbine. 

 
Table 1: Existing wind turbines in the marketplace 

Application Hub-Height 

in meter 

Diameter in 

meter 

Power Rating 

in MW 

Commercial 50-90  47-90  0.66-2.00  

Medium 35-50  13-30  30KW-0.66 

Residential 18-37  1-13  Below 30  
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The WECS might be assorted as by constant and 

variable-speed wind turbines [19]; (I) WECS with Fixed 

Speed WTs (II) WECS with Variable Speed WTs (III) 

WECS with Full Converter (IV) WECS with DFIG Based 

WT 

DFIG Based WT for WECS 

The DFIG based WT along with the full load convertor 

connected is shown in Fig.2 for the most regularly applied 

variable speed generator drive conceptions with operating 

principle [20].On the other hand the other changing-speed 

generator drive types are also introduced in the souk, even 

though at present they are not used for WECs. It would 

likely be probable to use asynchronous generators for 

illustration, as a way of getting variable-speed capability in 

a generator drive. 

 

 

Fig. 2: DFIG based wind turbine for WECS. 

 

Hypothesis and restriction for DFIG based WT in 

frequency regulation 

In this work it has been presumed that the mechanical 

power of DFIG based WT is invariable (wind velocity) so 

uncertainty of wind power production has not been 

conceived. It is also presumed that in the power system 

through mixed generation, conventional generation is 

capable to provide the supplementary demand throughout 

the disturbances along with enhance the production as 

desired. Maximum Power Tracking (MPT) method chases 

the optimal mechanical velocity as well as allows 

temporary deviation from optimal velocity. 

3. MODELING OF THE POWER GENERATING 

SYSTEM 

The Speed Governing System 

A highly schematically fashion of a speed governing 

system is shown in Fig.3. The main components of the 

speed governing system are in [22, 24] as follows. 

Speed Governor: This forms the heart of the speed 

governing system. It’s a moving part coupled to the main 

shaft, it measures continuously the frequency (or speed). It 

is provided with two fly balls as shown in Fig.3. Any 

change in the speed will result in motion of these fly balls, 

on account of centrifugal force, towards each other 

decreased speed or away from each other increased speed. 

Ultimately the coordinate xB will be affected which will 

result in change in main valve position through linkage 

mechanism. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Functional diagram of governor control loop.
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Linkage Mechanism: It consist of two rigid links ABC 

and CDE, hinged at points B and D. The link L4 provides 

the feedback. Linkage arms L1 and L2 are stiffly coupled, 

and so are arms L3 and L4. All four linkage points are free.    

Hydraulic Amplifier: Very large mechanical forces are 

needed to position the main valve (or gate) against the high 

steam (or hydro) pressure. These forces are obtained via 

several stages of hydraulic amplifiers. It consists of two 

valves, a pilot valve and a main valve. It converts the low 

power signal (pilot valve movement) to the high-power 

signal (main valve movement). The input to this amplifier 

is the position xD of the pilot valve. The output is the 

position xE of main piston. Because of the high-pressure 

hydraulic fluid exerts only a slight differential force on the 

pilot valve, the force amplification is very great. The piston 

of the pilot valve can be affected via the linkage system in 

three ways: Directly, by moving the linkage point A by 

raise or lower commands of the speed changer, indirectly, 

via feedback, due to position change of the main piston and 

indirectly, via feedback, due to position changes of linkage 

point B resulting from speed changes. 

Speed Changer: The speed changer provides the steady 

state operating point for the speed governing system. In 

order to change the reference setting (steady state operating 

point) ‘Raise and lower’ commands are given to speed 

changer and this command is translated into opening and 

closing steam valve (gate) through linkage mechanism and 

hydraulic amplifier. 

Mathematical Model of Speed Governing System  

For the mathematical modeling of the speed governing 

system, consequently assume the following chain of events 

[22, 24]. 

(i) The system is initially in a constant steady state, 

characterized by a constant nominal speed of frequency 

for, a constant prime mover valve setting xE
o
, and constant 

generator output power PG
o
. 

(ii) By means of the speed changer, we command a 

power increase ∆Pc. As a result of this command, the 

linkage point A moves downward a small distance ∆xA 

proportional to ∆Pc. 

(iii)The movement of linkage point A causes small 

position changes ∆xC and ∆xD of the linkage points C and 

D. as oil flows into the hydraulic motor, the steam valve 

will move the small distance ∆xE, resulting in increased 

turbine torque and, consequently, a power increase ∆PG. 

(iv)The increased power output causes a momentary 

surplus, or accelerating power in the system. If the system 

is very large (‘infinite’), the increased generator power will 

not noticeably affect the speed or frequency will 

experience a slight increase ∆f that will cause the speed 

and point B to move downward a small distance ∆xB 

proportional to ∆f. The speed governor constituting hasty, 

then neglect any time delay in it. Consequently, we set ∆xB 

proportional to ∆f. All the incremental movements from, 

∆xA.....∆xE , are assumed positive in directions indicated. 

Since all linkage movements are small, the linear 

relationship is as given in (1) 

 Pck - fk  = x 21C  ,
E4C3D x k + xk= x    (1) 

The positive constants k1and k2 depend upon the lengths 

of the linkage arms 1 and 2 and upon the proportional 

constants of the speed changer and the speed governor. The 

positive constants k3and k4depend upon the lengths of the 

linkage arms 3 and 4. If we assume that the oil flow into 

the hydraulic motor is proportional to position ∆xD of the 

pilot valve; the following relationship for the position of 

the main piston is obtained: 

dt  )x(-  k =x D5E                              (2) 

The positive invariable k5 depends on lips as well as 

cylinder geometries along with fluid force.  

By taking the Laplace transform of Eqns. (1) and (2), and 

eliminating the variables ∆xC and ∆xD, the following 

equation is obtained. 
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Eqn. (3) can be rewritten as given in Eqn. (4)  

] R / F(s) - (s)P (s)[G =

 ] R / F(s) - (s)P )[sT+/(1K = (s)X

cG

cGGE




             (4) 

where, R = k2/k1=speed ‘regulation ‘due to governor 

stroke, KG = K2 k3 / k4= static gain of speed-governing 

mechanism, TG = 1 / k4 k5= time constant of speed 

governing mechanism, GG(s) = KG / (1 + sTG) = transfer 

function of speed-governing mechanism, TG: is a measure 

o the reaction speed of the mechanism. Normal values are 

less than 100 ms. 

Turbine Model 

The turbine model descriptions in details are presented in 

[22, 24] as follows. The objective of this paper is not 

primarily interested in turbine valve position per sec, but 

rather the resulting generator power increase ∆PG. The 

change in valve position, ∆xE, causes an incremental 

increase in turbine power, ∆PT, which, via the 

electromechanical interactions within the generator, will 

result in an increased generator power ∆PG. This overall 

mechanism is relatively complicated, particularly if the 

generator voltage simultaneously undergoes wild swings 

due to major network disturbances. If, as in the present 

case, it can be assumed that the voltage level is constant 

and the torque variations are of small size, then an 

incremental analysis of the speed governor will provide a 

quite simple dynamical connection between ∆xE and ∆PG. 

Such an analysis reveals considerable differences, not only 

between steam turbines and hydro turbines, but also 

between various types (reheat and non-reheat) of steam 

turbines. In the crudest model representation, one can 
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characterize a non-reheat turbine generator with a single 

gain factor KT and a single time constant TT, as given in 

Eqn. (5) 





 









ss

s

1)(

)(P
(s)G G

T
 (5) 

Typically, the time constant TT lies in the range 0.2 to 2 

s. In standard block-diagram symbols, Eqns. (2) and (5) 

can be represented as shown in Fig.4, therefore it 

represents the linearized model of a no reheat turbine 

controller, including the speed governor mechanism. 

The turbine power, ∆PT, will be used for four different 

purposes: 

(i) To supply the demanded ‘new’ load ∆PL. 

(ii) To accelerate the turbine-generator, thus 

increasing the kinetic energy, Wkin, of the unit.  

(iii) To increase the powers in outgoing lines, i.e., ∆Pl. 

(iv) To meet the increase in the ‘old’ load. 

The complete block diagram representation of control 

area is shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig. 4: Transfer function representation mechanism for generator power control. 
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Fig. 5: Complete block diagram representation of control area. 
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Fig. 6: Power system dynamic model indication with mixed generation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: DFIG-based wind turbine control established on frequency change. 

 

4. DFIG-BASED WIND TURBINE CONTROL 

MODEL 

 Fig. 6 shows the overall transfer-function block diagram of 

a power system comprising a conventional generator 

providing frequency regulation as well as a non-

conventional DFIG-based wind turbine generator 

contributing to frequency regulation. The incremental 

active power demand
DP  subtracted from the incremental 

values of conventional generation Pg  and wind 

generation
NP  equals the power transferred from the 

neighboring area, 
12P are given in Fig. 6 as follows in 

[12]. 

 fDNCg PPPPP  12  (6) 
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From Fig. 6,  
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Fig. 7 demonstrates the dynamic model assumed for the 

study of frequency regulation by means of DFIG-based 

WT [12, 16, 25, 30, 34]. This model is in essence chosen 

from the DFIG inertia emulation model which is presented 

in Fig.6. 

The difference amongst the models depicted in Fig.6 

and Fig.7 is the supplementary reference power setting 

which is constructing, based on the alteration in frequency 

utilizing a washout filter along with time constant
T . This 

relies on a conventional primary regulation concert in a 

transient. 

2

* 1
X

R
Pf   (11) 

Here R is the droop constant as used conventionally and 

2X  is the frequency change measured where the wind 

turbine is connected to the network whereas, the dynamic 

model for AGC examine with DFIG-Based WTS has been 

explained in [25]. 

Optimal tuning scheme for DFIG-based WT controller 

parameters 

The purpose of this segment is to find out the optimal 

settings of the speed control parameters for the DFIG-

based WT to improve frequency control response from the 

disturbances. The Integral Squared Error (ISE) [17, 27] 

scheme is applied for finding the optimum values of wpK  

along with
wiK . In this system model 0.02 per unit step 

perturbation is conceived, which remains constant 

throughout the dynamics of the progression. So as to 

observe the impact of the enlargement of wind energy in 

the total energy supply merge of the system, a Penetration 

Index (
 ) is determined as follows. 

  = 100*
,, SourcesFromAllationTotalGener

enerationTotalWindG  

Here two cases of DFIG penetration are considered:   

  = 20%,  
  = 50%. 

The primary values of the state variable in this work are 

the incremental changes from their nominal values, will be 

zero because the system is stable. Whereas the t , the 

states will approach to a recently steady-state and therefore 

at any time t, the state-vector X(t) presents the deviations of 

the state variable from its steady-state value. Hence, the 

dynamic presentation of the system, for a specified set of 

control parameters, can be calculated using a quadratic 

performance index denoting the squared of the deviations 

for the state variables, as follows; 

dttXtXtXJ n ))(........)()(( 22

2

0

2

1  


 (12) 

Here, the square of the frequency deviation errors is 

taken as the performance index for tuning the controller 

parameters, as stated beneath. 

dttfJ ))(( 2

0

 


  (13) 

For computational uses, the performance index J  is 

computed by adding the discrete values at very small 

intervals, over a significant period until the steady-state is 

attained, as specified below. 

)]([ 0

1

2 tktfJ
K

k




      (14) 

The DFIG speed optimal values controller parameters 

wpK and  
wiK   are found out by penetrating the minimum 

value of J at first  
wiK   is fixed at a definite value and  

wpK   

is changed over a extensive range. It is noticed that J  

decreases as  
wpK   is improved, achieves a minimal J i.e. 

Jmin furthermore increases yet again. The values of  
wpK  as 

well as 
wiK  that affords the minimum of J i.e. Jmin that are 

optimal controller parameters. 

The Optimal DFIG controller settings parameters to the 

area-1for 20% and 50% WT penetrations in the system 

with 0.02 per unit step load perturbation are shown in 

Table 2. 

 

Table 2: DFIG controller optimal settings parameters for 

area-1 

Wind Penetration 
1wiK  

1wpK  
min1J  

20% 0.12 1.24 0.1210 

50% 0.12 1.99 0.1236 
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Fig. 8: Flow chart for optimal tuning DFIG controller 

parameter to both areas. 

 

Optimal Tuning Controller Parameters of DFIG Based 

WT along with ACE 

The optimal set parameters of the DFIG based WT along 

with ACE for proportional-integral controller in the two-

area power system is described in [17]. The ISE method is 

used for the optimum settings of 
wpK and 

wiK  parameters 

to the DFIG in each area. Whereas a quadratic performance 

index referring the squared of the deviations of the state 

variables is conceived as follows:  

dttXtXtXtXJ n )](.......)()()([ 22

3

2

2

0

2

1  


 (15) 

In this paper, the square of the ACE is conceived as the 

performance index in support of tuning the controller 

parameters in each one area is as follows. 

dtACEJ 2

0

11 )(


  (16) 

dtACEJ 2

0

22 )(


         (17) 

In favor of computational uses, the performance index J 

is estimated by means of adding the discrete values at 

incredibly small intervals, over a significant period until 

the steady-state is attained, as specified below.  
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11 tktACEJ
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      (19) 

Whereas the optimal settings of the DFIG controller 

parameters in the two areas are found by applying a 

heuristic iterative method that attempts to minimize the 

integral squared error of the ACE in every area. The step-

wise flow chart illustration of the optimal tuning process is 

demonstrated in Fig.8 and also the optimal values of the 

DFIG speed controller parameters; 
1wpK , 

1wiK as well as

2wpK , 
2wiK  are decided [26]. According to the flow, first 

randomly chose the DFIG controller parameters for both 

areas, and then successively find out the optimal settings 

for Area-1 and Area-2 controllers by means of ISE method. 

A test for convergence of the optimal parameters is carried 

out to make sure the program reaches the optimal settings 

in support of the two DFIG controllers. Flow chart for 

optimal tuning is shown in above Fig. 8. 

DFIG-based WT with Automatic Governor Control along 

with Simulation and results: 

Fig.8 demonstrates the MATLAB Simulink model for 

analyzing the frequency control or AGC outcome of the 

DFIG-based wind turbine. 

Dissimilar plots for theses simulations are demonstrated 

in Fig.10 and Fig.11. The Fig.11 depicts the frequency 

responses by means of AGC for 20% as well as 50% wind 

power penetration with and without DFIG. 

 

Table 3: Optimal controller settings parameters of DFIG for 

area-2 

Penetration 
2wiK  

2wpK  
min2J  

20% 0.1 1.0 0.0499 

50% 0.1 1.0 0.0765 
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It is noticed that the frequency responses for the case 

with and without DFIG are very close, and it is enhanced, 

by way of lower frequency peak expedition when DFIG 

contribution is conceived. It is also detected that by using 

the DFIG tuned speed controller parameters the settling 

time for cases 20% and 50% wind penetration are 

enhanced. It can be anticipated that with the higher wind 

penetration the settling time will be longer. 

 

 

Fig. 9: DFIG based WT along with AGC simulation model. 

 

 

5. FREQUENCY CONTROL IN TWO AREA 

SYSTEMS THROUGH DFIG-BASED WT 

Multiple-area frequency control effects for an 

interconnected power system are more substantial and 

convoluted than those coupled with remote networks [12-

16, 25, 29]. In remote networks, it is presumed that the 

frequency is unvarying across the network which results in 

one-area control. Definitely this is not the case in huge 

interrelated system where several control areas can be 

recognized. These control areas are conventionally 

connected with vertically integrated utilities for well-

defined geographical areas, along with their secondary 

frequency controls.  

Fig. 10: AGC through 2% load increment with and without 

DFIG for 20% wind penetration. 
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Fig. 11: AGC through 2% load increment with and without 

DFIG for 50% wind penetration. 

 

The dynamic performance of a two-area interrelated 

system can be examined by means of a small-perturbation 

transfer-function model Fig.12. This model embraces both 

the primary as well as secondary frequency regulation 

controls after a disturbance. The system performance 

mainly depends on the integral control gains (
1AGCK  and

2AGCK ) along with the frequency bias factor (B1 and B2), in 

addition to system parameters as well as operating 

conditions. Under normal working conditions each area 

strains to carry its own load. Therefore single-area system 

frequency control is characterized by the same frequency; 

hence incremental frequency changes are presented by 
1f

and 
1f  respectively. Whereas in normal operation, tie-line 

power flow is obtained as: 

)sin(
)(

0

2

0

1

0

2

0

10

12  
X

VV
P  (20) 

where 0

1  and 0

2  are the angles of the tie ending voltages 

0

1V  as well as 0

2V  correspondingly, furthermore 0

12P  is the 

power in the tie line. For small value of 
1  as well as  

2 the tie line power incremental can be as follows:  

)]()[( 211212   TP  (21) 
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X

VV
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Fig. 12: Two Area Systems frequency control linear model. 
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Similar to electric stiffness conception of synchronizing 

machines, [22, 24] is regarded as the synchronizing torque 

coefficient. 

On the other hand for two area-control system, the Area 

Control Error (ACE) for each area comprises of linear 

combination of frequency along with tie line error is given 

as below: 

11121 fBPACE    (23) 

22212 fBPACE   (24) 

The dynamic model of frequency regulation for DFIG-

Based WTS has been described in [26]. 

Simulink model of two-area controller with DFIG-based 

WT for frequency response: 

For the frequency response analysis, the MATLAB 

Simulink model of two-area controller with DFIG-based 

WT is shown in Fig.13. 

Fig.13: Simulink model of two-area controller with DFIG-based WT for frequency response studies 

 

Frequency regulation Simulation results for two-area 

controller with DFIG-based WT 

Simulations are accomplished taking the Simulink model 

depicted in Fig.13 for a 0.02 per unit step load perturbation 

in both areas considering the optimally tuned DFIG 

controllers, to analyse their impact on secondary frequency 

control. Different plots for theses simulations are 

demonstrated in Fig.14 to Fig.21. The Fig.16 and Fig.20 

present the tie-line incremental power change for four 

cases of 20% as well as 50% of wind power penetration 

with as well as without DFIG based WT. Fig.17 and Fig.21 

present the ACE plots for step load perturbation. 

 

 

Fig.14: Frequency regulation with and without DFIG for 50% 

wind penetration to area 1. 
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Fig.15. Frequency regulations with and without DFIG for 

50% wind penetration to area 2. 

 

 

Fig.16: Frequency regulation tie line incremental power for 

50% wind penetration to area 1. 

 

 

Fig.17. Area error for 2% sudden load change in area1 in 

favour of 50% wind penetration. 

Fig.18. Frequency regulations with and without DFIG for 

20% wind penetration to area 1. 

 

 

Fig. 19. Frequency regulation with and without DFIG for 

20% wind penetration to area 2. 

 

 

Fig. 20: Tie line incremental power for frequency regulation 

with20% wind penetration of area 2. 
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Fig. 21: Sudden load change in area2 for 20% wind 

penetration along with 2% Area errors. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The work is based on the dynamic Simulink model of the 

two-area controller with and without DFIG-based WT. The 

work is carried out in favor of frequency response studies 

for 0.02 per unit step load perturbation in area 1 as well as 

area2. Whereas the Matlab Simulation model for frequency 

regulation is carried out for the wind penetration of 20% 

and 50%, along with the optimally tuned DFIG controller 

parameters towards two area systems.  It is noticed that the 

frequency response is improved. It is also noticed that 

when the wind penetration level rises from 20% to 50%, 

then lower frequency peak outing is improved by higher 

penetration. The frequency response drops have been 

occurred by means of improved settling time with higher 

steady-state frequency error. Whereas AGC response along 

with DFIG reduces the tie-line power incremental change. 

The frequency peak excursion is enhanced for 20% and 

50% wind power DFIG based WT penetration. On the 

other hand, after the discharge of DFIG kinetic energy, its 

mechanical speed is cut down, and then DFIG output 

power is reduced. Therefore for larger penetration of 

DFIG, the reduction of the power output will be an 

additional burden in AGC. It is noticed that ACE is 

dropped with high wind energy dispersion. Thus 

Involvement of the DFIG based WTs in frequency 

regulation along with automatic Governor Control (AGC) 

served in multi-area systems has a complicated difficulty. 

In this paper, DFIG based WT opposes to fixed speed wind 

turbine generator, which contributes and enhances the 

frequency performance along with traditional generation 

support in frequency regulation services by the reduction in 

ACE in each area. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

J : Objective function; 

H : Power system inertia constant; 

He : Wind generation inertia constant; 

KAGC : AGC acceleration control gain; 

Kdf : AGC derivative controller gain; 

KI : AGC integral control gain; 

KP : Power gain; 

Kpf : Proportional controller gain; 

Kwi : DFIG integral speed controller gain; 

Kwp : DFIG proportional speed controller gain; 

P : Perturbation vector; 

Pmech : Wind turbine mechanical output; 

Pu : Per unit; 

Pwind : Wind power; 

R : Regulation drops; 

Rr : Rotor radius; 

S : Laplace variable; 

T
0 

: Tie line synchronizing Coefficient; 

Ta : DFIG turbine time constant; 

Th : Conventional generation governor time 

constant Transducer time constant; 

Tp : Power system time constant; 

Tr : Transducer time constant; 

Tt : Conventional generation turbine time constant 

Transducer time constant; 

Tw : washout filter time constant for DFIG; 

α : Angle of  attack; 

  : Penetration index; 

δº1,2 : Tie line Voltage angle area 1, 2; 

∆f : Incremental power frequency; 

PD : Incremental active power demand; 

Pf
 

: Incremental value of total active power mixed 

generation; 

http://www.iccae.org/index.html
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P*fω : Incremental Wind Turbine power set point 

based on frequency and speed alteration; 

P*f : Incremental Wind Turbine power set point 

based on frequency; 

Pg : Incremental value of conventional generation; 

PNC : Incremental Wind Turbine active Power output 

(non-conventional production); 

PNC,ref: Incremental Wind Turbine active Power 

reference(non-conventional generation); 

PNCref : Incremental Wind Turbine active Power 

reference; 

P* : Incremental Wind Turbine power set point 

based on speed alteration; 

P12 : Incremental power shifted from adjacent region 

(area 1 to area 2); 

∆ : Incremental wind turbine speed; 

∆X1 : Measured incremental frequency change (after 

Transducer); 

∆X2 : Measured incremental frequency change (after 

wash out filter); 

∆X3 : Incremental DFIG active power based on 

mechanical speed change. 

APPENDIX 

System Parameters Single Area: 

He = 3PU.MW.sec, Kagc = 0.1, Kp = 62HZ/PU, Kwi = 0.1, 

Kwp = 1.58, R = 3Hz/PU.MW, Ta = 0.2Sec, Th = 0.1Sec, Tp 

= 10se, Tr = 0.1Sec, Tt = 1Sec, Tw = 6Sec.  

System Parameters Two Area: 

He1 = 3.5PU.MW.sec, He = 3.5PU.MW.sec,  Kagc1 = 0.05, 

Kagc2 = 0.05, Kp1 = 62HZ/PU, wi1 = 0.1, Kwp1 = 1.58, Kp2 

= 62HZ/PU,  Kwi2 = 0.1, wp2 = 1.61, R1 = 3Hz/PU.MW, R2 

= 3z/PU.MW,T° = 0.07PU.MW/Hz, Ta1 = 0.2Sec, Ta2 = 

0.2Sec, Th1 = 0.1Sec, Th2 = 0.1Sec, Tp1 = 10sec, Tp2 = 

15sec, Tr1 = 0.1Sec, Tr2 = 0.1Sec, Tt1 = 1Sec, Tt2 = 1Sec, 

Tw1 = 6Sec, Tw2 = 6 Sec. 

 

 


